The message portrayed with the piggy banks is the persue of “Saving

Born in 1995 in Cali, Colombia, Mayra Mateus, known professionally as
Mateus Art, is a pop artist based in Miami. In 2016, Mateus enrolled at
Miami Dade College to formally study art. It was at MDC where she
learned oil painting, realism, landscape and animal art. She was inspired
to create a brand around a piggy bank character and has created a
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portfolio of various mediums incorporating this symbol.

DREAM SAVERS

Mateus has gained fame with her “piggy
banks” and her colorful designs on canvas,

Dreams” the intention behind is to remind people the importance of persuing dreams instead of money .

sculptures, cartoons, and even lingerie. The
stunning Colombian unleashes her creativity, combining emblematic pop culture characters of all times, with daring scenarios that
express the rebellion and freedom in today's
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society.
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fourth team that truly reﬂects her brand, the
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this life #depressionisreal

unique piece of art, in which she illustrated

“IT’S NOT A PIG, IT’S A PIGGYBANK”

the prototype of the Wires Only Formula 1

Many of us tend to say that we are ﬁne

unfortunately this is part of out path in

This time, Mateus Art created an incredibly

famous pink "piggies", in an artistic "competition" in which the only winner was RD Willington himself.
This piece took forty hours in the creative
process, in a total of 4 days, in which aerosols, acrylic paints, and the unrivaled talent
of Mayra Mateus were used.

PAINTINGS

STREET ART
MURALS AND LARGE CANVASES

MATEUS SURPRISES MULTI-MILLIONAIRE
RD WILLINGTON WITH AMAZING PIECE OF ART
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